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Dear Editor:
Lateral internal sphincterotomy (LIS) for anal fissure (AF) in
Crohn’s disease (CD) has always been considered harmful.
Most authors suggest that LIS should be reserved to carefully
selected patients with persistent pain, without active rectal
disease. We reviewed the literature in order to precise the real
risk of complication after LIS for AF in CD patients. Only six
retrospective studies including 48 patients were identified.
The AF healing rate was 83 %. None experienced impairment
of continence. Three patients complained of a not healed
wound at the site of LIS. LIS was performed in unknown
CD only in six out of 48 patients (12 %) [1]. The interval
between surgery and occurrence of a complication was report-
ed only in three studies and ranged from 4 months to 9 years
(mean 16months) [2–4]. A significative proportion of patients
(19 out of 48) (40 %) suffered from postoperative complica-
tions. Of these patients, 40 % underwent subsequent
proctectomy. Interestingly, all patients without active rectal
disease developed complications. This finding could suggest
a cautious surgical approach even in selected Brelatively safe^
CD patients. Half of the studies did not precise the presence of
active rectal disease, and none specified the anal disease sta-
tus, particularly an abscess underlying the fissure. The interval

time between LIS and complication onset ranged from few
months to several years, arising the suspicion that the compli-
cation could be related to the progression of the disease rather
than to surgery. It is well known that haemorrhoidectomy is
much more harmful in unknown than known CD patients. We
cannot confirm this issue also for LIS in AF, because only one
small series reported surgery in unknown CD. Despite the
high complication rate reported in our review, the small num-
ber of cases and the lack of detailed data do not allow to draw
a firm conclusion on the danger of LIS for AF in CD patients.
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